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1. Introduction
Today’s airline Finance department has a variety of different processes to undertake invoicing and settlements.
This complexity has grown organically over the years,
while CFOs were rightly focused on ensuring more timely
and reliable figures were obtained to support increasingly
dynamic decision making.

IATA’s New Distribution Capability (NDC) and ONE Order
Initiative have been thoroughly explained in a various
forms, including websites, interviews, YouTube videos,
and in a number of white papers. In this white paper we
will approach NDC and ONE Order from a holistic finance
point of view.

IATA’s New Distribution Capability (NDC) and ONE Order
initiative will bring even more complexity into an airline’s
ecosystem. By the time an airline moves to ONE Order,
eTickets and EMDs will no longer be issued in the background. At this point, the current settlement processes for
agents and interline will cease to function. With the right
strategy, the transition to a retail approach to settlement
can be achieved; at the same time substantially reducing
complexity in the long term.

This white paper is specifically directed at airline finance
managers of all levels, including CIOs and IT managers.
However, it might be also be of interest to finance system providers or anyone interested in understanding the
impact of NDC and ONE Order on the rest of an airline’s
processes, technology and systems.
Note: As both NDC and ONE Order go hand-in-hand,
throughout this white-paper, the term “NDC” is used to
represent both NDC and ONE Order.

2. Abstract
More and more airlines are transitioning to a ‘Digital Retailer’ philosophy; and consequently NDC volumes are expected to account for up to 20% of transactions at the end
of 2020.
Some airlines which have implemented NDC have not
(yet) realized that NDC and ONE Order is the “most transformative wave of industry change” (travel in motion,
2017)4 we have seen in our industry. NDC and ONE Order
is not only about distribution, it impacts the entire airline,
all business units and all systems and processes.
Finance need to be part of a larger initiative, a team ready
at the same time as the other airline business units – sim
ultaneously embracing the required changes in process,
technology and culture. As digital transformation takes

place on the distribution side, so it should in finance. It
might seem easy to just pour new wine in old bottles. But
is it the right path?
Besides reducing complexity, preparing for new requirements (e.g. big data”) as well as tackling some other issues
such as “digital dead bodies” – all this needs finance’s
attention. CFOs and CIOs must play an important role in
the transformation process and delay is not an option.
The transition is complex and will take time – potentially
lasting several years. However, it is in our hands to create
a transition plan which takes all factors into account, is as
smooth as possible to minimise the impact on the business.
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3. Airlines to Become Retailers

Key Takeaways:
■ NDC and ONE Order is here today and is no longer something “on the far horizon”
ÚÚ For some airlines and agents, it is today’s reality
ÚÚ Some airlines will achieve 20% of Indirect Sales using NDC by end 2020
■ Critical success factors for volume increase are
ÚÚ latest release versions
ÚÚ new type of sellers
ÚÚ dynamic pricing
ÚÚ Interline and Partner services

Airline Industry Retailing:
The Airline Industry Retailing (AIR) portfolio aims to help
the airline industry build stronger retailing processes, enabling their customers to “shop-order-pay” for air products
across all channels (IATA) 1. It is an end to end customer
journey, selling at different touch points and includes a
variety of services.

NDC has become a reality, even for those carriers considered late adopters. This also means that CFOs, Heads
of Finance and CIOs of the adopting airlines, agents and
sellers, as well as other partners, need to prepare for this
significant change.

What are the critical success factors to
increase the volume?

Airline Sales, Distribution, Pricing and Revenue Management will change substantially as a consequence of NDC;
a subject of many conferences, articles, videos and websites.

The critical success factors (CSFs), outlined below are
considered to be those which will have the most significant impact on each airlines’ Finance and IT Landscape
when adopting to NDC. These CSFs comprise:

Leaderboard commitment 20% of Sales via
NDC by 2020:

■
■
■

Latest release version
New type of Sellers
Dynamic pricing
Interline services
Partner services

As of September 2019, around 174 companies (including 73
airlines) have some form of NDC certification (IATA NDC) 2.

■

However, what is really needed to consider “NDC a success” is for the volume of Indirect Sales (travel agent
sales) to be sold through NDC rather than the traditional
Global Distribution Systems (GDS). Therefore, 21 airlines
have committed that by the end of 2020, 20% of their indirect sales will be completed through NDC. According to
Ian Tunnacliffe “if they succeed, that will mean that by end
of next year, 10 million passenger journeys per month will
be booked on these airlines using NDC”. (Airline Information.

These CSFs are explained in the subsequent paragraphs.

org) 3

■

Latest Release Version
A major factor in determining the success of NDC is the
release version implemented by the company (airlines,
sellers, and partners). Simply being certified in an earlier NDC release is not sufficient to ensure success. For
example, some features that include e.g. “payment commitment” by a seller or interline partner in NDC are only
available in the newer NDC releases. Consequently, if the
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airline’s NDC release is behind the industry, they are likely to miss substantial selling opportunities. In addition, the
significant process improvements in Finance will not be achieved.
Payment Info or Payment Functions are work in progress in the NDC Standard. Some functionality has been
included in Release 18.2. (or later) to allow a commitment by the agent/seller – this is crucial to proceed to
a simplified settlement of these transactions. Other functionality to cover a payment commitment between
airline and interline partner might be in NDC Release 20.1. It is crucial to stay up-to-date with the Standards.
New type of sellers
While airlines have full control over their sales through the direct channel, with NDC they will gain additional control
over the sales achieved through traditional travel agents and “new type of sellers”. The new type of sellers are those
sellers, who in the legacy world cannot issue documents via GDSs; with the implementation of NDC they can now
connect directly to a carrier’s NDC platform.
Dynamic pricing through “in-depth knowledge of the customer”
Having control over the sales process also allows the airline to know the end customer – their preferences and habits,
thereby enabling a more tailored, personal offering intended to achieve a subsequent increase in sales.
Interline services
Another critical success factor, and the next logical step in increasing the volume, is to include services (flights and
ancillaries) provided by other airlines (interline). The critical path is indeed the possibility of interline in NDC and the
settlement of interline.
Partner services
After interlining with partner airlines is made possible, ancillary services provided by other partners (e.g. hotels, car
rentals, limousine services, airport fast track, theatre, etc.) are just a step away.
It is crucial to look at the bigger picture – see next chapter.
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4. The Bigger Picture

Key Takeaways:
■ NDC and ONE Order is an airline-wide program and needs to be embedded in the airline’s strategy
■ All airline business units must drive transformation at the same pace

NDC and ONE Order becomes part of the
Airline’s Strategy

Transformation aligned through all
business units

According to a Travel in Motion in their white paper (July
2017), NDC repr esents the “most transformative wave
of industry change in the airline industry and one which
will be critical for the commercial future of airlines”. (travel

A project of this significance which will impact the entire airline must be led from the top – all members of the
airline executive management. Key is that all operating
units in an airline will need to change their knowledge and
processes at the same pace.

in motion and Datalex) 4

NDC and ONE Order are not a distribution initiative or project; it is a transformation which will substantially change
the entire operation of an airline: including Distribution
(Sales, Marketing), Revenue Management & Pricing,
Finance and the entire IT Landscape (downstream processes). As such, NDC and ONE Order will need to be
managed as an airline-wide, holistic, program, at the heart
of an airline’s strategy.
A number of airlines who started this major program
have created multiple projects with staggered implementations, including: changing the PSS, implementing distribution system, and changing the finance system. These programmes often involve two or more
years of planning and preparation (or lead time) and
take many years to complete. These airlines also state
that stopping at NDC is not sufficient; the move to real
airline retailing, the ONE Order, is needed to achieve
substantial opportunities and flexibility – although increasing complexity.

Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead
Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow
Just walk beside me, and be my friend (Albert Camus) 5
Although the above saying is about friendship, it is also
crucial relevant for NDC and ONE Order with respect of
an airline’s business units. The paragraphs below outline,
at a high-level, why the operational units must proceed at
the same pace – side by side.
■

The Executive Management gives the direction
While talking to airline executives we often get
the impression that the Executive Management is
just involved to source the Distribution NDC project (providing the financial go-ahead). They do not
see this as a major “transformative wave” for their
airline and, as such, do not see the need for themselves being in the driving seat.

What is clear is, if airlines won’t take advantage of the
NDC and ONE Order approach to sales, someone else
will.
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■

Finance should not lead but nor should it follow – it
must be side-by-side

■

CFOs, as well as all Finance managers of all levels,
must understand NDC and its impact on their area
and processes. They need to initiate changes in fin
ance processes and settlement capabilities long
before Distribution needs them. And, last but not
least, they need to create a strategy which will del
iver continuous improvement and evolvement of
their processes.

Airlines are used to file the fares by Origin and
Destination (O&D). However, as soon as “Delivery”
(service delivered = flight flown) is included in the
Order Management System (OMS) the fare must
be available on the leg/segment. This is crucial, as
many downstream processes, e.g. Route Profitability need this granular information.
■

■

IATA and the creation of Standards must be innovative
and fast
The finance processes and services supporting NDC
originated in 2018; within one year the first Settlement with Orders release was approved by the IATA
Working Group. It is of upmost importance to keep
the momentum and the speed to achieve a simple,
agnostic, and flexible industry settlement standard
for all settlements based on a pre-commitment. Interim solutions will ultimately lead to higher costs
for both the leading NDC carriers and early adopters.

■

Direct Sales and Indirect Sales should be evolving
simultaneously
Some carriers initially concentrated on using NDC
for their Indirect Sales (agency sales) and left their
Direct Sales channel on the existing website. Direct
Sales channel should not be ignored but enhanced
with new technology to provide better offers to attract end customers. By ignoring the Direct Sales
channel, these carriers weaken their competitive
position as these competitors, already supported
by NDC, can attract customers by offering them
significantly more services.

Revenue Management and Pricing must be aligned
with the distribution capabilities

Data Warehouse and Reporting
Over the last years, airlines have invested significant resources to developing and implementing
data warehouse (DWH) solutions for internal reporting. The major feed comes from Passenger Revenue
Accounting (PRA) for sales and usage operational
data.
Executive Management depends on fast and reliable
figures. Today’s information from PRA (to DWH) is
key to measure performance (forecast, sales reve
nues, route profitability, revenue management steering, etc.).
When moving to NDC, airlines should consider a
direct feed from the Order Management System
(OMS) to the DWH, to allow the, sometimes huge,
additional information to be stored and reused.
With ONE Order the change is even bigger, as the
DWH must handle transactions without tickets and
EMD numbers. Hence for a long time, the DWH has
to handle both sets of data.
Various airlines are creating fictitious ticket numbers to allow a fast implementation. This, initially,
appears feasible to route the information through
PRA into the DWH. However, with the increase of
the NDC volumes and the move towards ONE Order, a significant amount of information gets lost,
which reduces the quality of the reporting.
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■

IT Landscape
The IT Landscape and downstream processes must be evaluated and, if necessary, processes replaced/eliminated
over time. The interdependencies of the different systems must be clear and aligned. In many projects, the IT landscape is a key topic; project teams realize there are downstream processes which are no longer fit-for-purpose. These
processes are often inefficient, undocumented with a lack of knowledge as to how these processes operate and their
interdependencies. However, these processes are not in scope of the project itself and there is no budget to make
the necessary changes. As such, these processes remain untouched – they are referred to as Digital dead bodies.
When working on any project in an airline, the IT Landscape and the problem of downstream processes
always arises. However, individual projects invariably have tight budgets and cannot solve the issue of interdependency. Hence, the focus tends to be simply on the “feed needs” of these processes, as the budget does
not allow a deeper analysis of these processes in principle. In a digital transformation, these processes must
be identified and eliminated; fast and in a standalone project with its own budget.
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5. Big Data & Dynamic Pricing

Key Takeaways:
■ Turn data into insights, into decisions, and into actions (Paul Strong, Google) 6
■ What is the right place or system to store the data?
■ How could data be used?

Where is all the data and is it used
effectively?

fore support the offer process to fit the customers’ needs,
preferences and wishes.

“Turn data into insights, into decisions, and into
actions.” (Paul Strong, Google) 6

Therefore, what is the future of data warehousing? What
is also needed to be able to use the non-operational information: Business Intelligence (BI), Artificial Intelligence
(AI) or the combination of both?

In case of Direct Sales, the carriers already have enough
information about their customers (the passenger) – but
do they use it effectively?
In Indirect Sales, the intermediary, such as the agents, Online Travel Agents (OTAs) and Global Distribution Systems
(GDSs) may have the customer information. In case of a
Frequent Flyer Passenger, the airline might be able to link
the customer in their Frequent Flyer Program (FFP), but
during the sales process, the airline has no information
about the travel habits and preferences of their passenger.
As outlined earlier in this white paper, airlines have inv
ested, or are investing, significant resources in building a
data warehouse (DWH) solution. The question to be addressed, however, is the DWH the right solution to store
both operational data for the downstream processes (such
as Route Profitability or statistics) and also customer preferences, habits, and financial indications (e.g. credit worthiness, credit card charge back habits, etc.).

How to use Big Data from Finance and
Distribution for NDC/OO
Demand patterns will substantially impact dynamic pricing in the future. For airlines to successfully implement
dynamic pricing, it will be crucial to have the ability to analyze large amount of information very quickly and there-

We spoke to various airlines’ finance representatives,
and it is obvious that there is no strategy and digital
transformation in this area. Some airlines assume that
the natural place for storing this huge amount of new
data will be their internal/external data warehouses.
Others believe the Order Management System (OMS)
is the logical place. Maybe it is somewhere else? (consider customer protection laws)
CFOs and CIOs are well advised to consider a third option (other than OMS or a traditional data warehouse
solution) and to start early with implementing this
option. As soon as Distribution and Pricing are able
to go for a real dynamic pricing, where the customer
as well the finance impacts are considered in the offer
creation, the information is needed.
Currently, real dynamic pricing remains some way off.
In fact, just a step on from a filed O&D fare is seen
as a major leap forward. However, current and future
customers will expect far more and, as such, airlines
need to take heed as this may well be provided by
competitors.
Let us see what a future dynamic pricing could look like:
(customer protection laws might prevent this though)
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Two offer requests for a London – New York in economy class, for the same flight and date are sent to an airline’s
Order Management System (OMS).
■

One offer request comes from customer Claire, who travels twice per year between the two cities, always in
economy, often needs an extra bag on the return flight and pays with a credit card.

■

The other offer request comes from Jane, who tends to travel to different cities, pays with various credit cards
and often initiates charge backs, which after some resource intensive processes on the airline side, will be
settled by the passenger.

Today, both offer requests for the same day, flight and route would lead into the same offer. With real dynamic
pricing:
■

Claire could receive a lower fare than Jane, with a free extra bag on her return flight and maybe a “super deal”
upgrade to the next class on her outbound flight – if she would pay via direct debit from her bank account.
The airline would increase revenues (sell a fare and an upgrade), bind the passenger to the airline (free bag
offer when she really needs it and payable upgrade) and reduce payment costs (credit card costs replaced by
a cheaper bank settlement)

■

While Jane would receive a higher fare offer to cover potential / expected future finance process costs.
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6. Finance Challenges and Opportunities

Key Takeaways:
■ Digital Transformation means to leave inefficient processes behind and create completely new efficient ones
■ Dismantle Passenger Revenue Accounting; keep the efficient, effective, and essential processes and get
rid of the rest
■ Settlement with Orders (SwO) is a flexible, agnostic, simple settlement process which will substantially
simplify finance

Airline Finance Today

Digital Transformation is not Automation

Today’s airline Finance department has a many of different processes to undertake invoicing and settlements.
For agents and interline settlement alone, there are a variety of solutions implemented:

During digitalisation we have automated existing processes.
Digital transformation is disruptive, replacing existing
processes with far more effective ones. Moreover, digital
transformation is founded on an underlying vision and a
strategy held and communicated by the Executive Management. Technology itself is only the enabler. It takes
courage to question current processes, dismantle them
or leave them behind. However, this is the essence of
Digital Transformation. (CIO.de) 7

■
■
■
■
■

Current agents: through BSP RET or NDCLink into the
current BSP and receiving a HOT (PDF and TXT files)
Other Sellers: some of them via bilateral invoices;
others must cooperate with an accredited BSP agent
Interline PAX: via Simplified Invoicing and Settlement
(SIS) and IS-IDEC (flat file)
Interline PAX bilateral: via old IDEC, Excel or else
Partner Services (where used today): through bilateral
invoices

Airline Finance is an ecosystem, with sometimes complex
processes, which has grown organically over the years.
Imagine an airline finance operation, where most of
the settlements are done with one single standard and
process. Replacing various current IATA settlement
services including: SIS Pax, BSP as well as bilateral
invoices by “one and the same process”.
The Future? From a complete deployment point of
view – yes, but for an airline to remain competitive,
the future starts now.

Looking at recent NDC implementations, it seems there
is a lack of Executive Manage ment vision and goals –
including those from all business units of an airline.
Finance is seen as “only slightly impacted”, instead of
a partner to take along on the change journey. Why do
we need to continue to use the current Passenger Revenue Accounting (PRA), and enhance them for Order
based transactions? Just because we feel comfortable
with a current system we know very well?

We have seen over the past few years CFOs and Heads
of Finance increasingly focus their efforts on simplification, flexibility and cost reduction – this can only be
achieved by digital transformation.
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PRA – Passenger Revenue Accounting

Continuous Releases

In a world of NDC, Passenger Revenue Accounting (PRA),
as it is known today, will no longer exist. Some PRA modules though, could be extremely useful during transition
and support Distribution & Pricing or Finance so we must
not lose sight of these processes.

To implement new opportunities in Distribution, NDC and
Settlement standards need to be enhanced and adopted,
both accompany internal and external services supporting
the processes. Not every airline, agent/seller or partner
will be on the newest NDC release. It needs to be made
clear to all parties which releases deliver what functionality and therefore enable them to make a decision as to
what release they should adopt to take advantage of a
new opportunity. In addition, some airline partners who
need to increase opportunities, are behind in release
adoption.

■

PRA prorate module
NDC standard V 18.2 (or later) will need the values in
the Order Management Systems (OMS) on segment/
leg level. Pricing should be in the best position to provide these values to OMS.
Many airlines are currently unable to file fares internally on that level and will still have them on Origin
and Destination (O&D). The prorate module could
be an interim solution, which prorates the O&D
fares down to the leg/segment (within the OMS).

■

PRA posting module
Some posting modules in the market are very sophisticated and finance experts could see a value
in using them prior to posting into the ERP system.

■

PRA module “Taxes”
The rules of the various governments are complex and
need to be strictly adhered to.
Some PRA modules in the market have been built
over years to respond to these complex needs and
requirements. Such a module could be used standalone as an interim solution until the OMS can provide the correct reporting to the governments.

It is a fact that not every company implementing NDC
can always be on the newest release. Therefore, NDC
and settlement systems need to be able to “communicate” with different releases. It is also important for
companies to be able to analyze the cost and benefit
of implementing a new release.

The benefits of Settlement with Orders
(SwO)
With SwO, IATA is about to create a new settlement standard and process. SwO opens up new possibilities for airlines to settle with agencies, interline partners, other partners (e.g. hotels, car rental, etc.) and include any agreed
bilateral settlements. SwO is agnostic, simple, and flexible
and just moves the money of previously commitment values. SwO also supports cash flow management and automated reconciliation; giving the users full flexibility how to
run their internal finance processes.
IATA is currently planning to go live with SwO for airlines
– agents’ settlement in Q2 2020 (date to be confirmed by
IATA). (IATA ONE Order meeting, 2019) 8
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SwO at a glance:

SwO process
Example: “Net” in favour of Airline (Retailer)

Airline (Retailer, ORA)
Finance System

Seller (Agent)
Finance System

IATA
SwO
Settlement
Manager

Clearance ID: 111111

Clearance ID: 111111

Agreement ID (OMS Order ID)
Commitment ID (OMS Payment Info ID)

Payee:
Payer:
Currency:
Net Value:

Airline ABC
Agent X
EUR
1‘000

Agreement ID (OMS Order ID)
Commitment ID (OMS Payment Info ID)
Clearance RQ

Clearance RS

Settlement Date: DD MM YYYY

(Settlement Date)

Settlement

Settlement
Transfer Notif
(Settle ID)

➊

➋

Clearance Notif
(Remittance Date)

➋
➍

Payee:
Payer:
Currency:
Net Value:

Airline ABC
Agent X
EUR
1‘000

Remittance Date: DD MM YYYY

➌

Remittance
Transfer Notif

Payment

(Remit ID)

Source: IATA ONE Order meeting, 28 & 29 August 2019, GVA

Why is SwO a great opportunity for finance?
■ Based on NDC and ONE Order: the OMS of both parties have the same information – ‘single source of truth’.
■ Based on a payment commitment in the OMS, hence no reason for rejections
■ Each Clearance ties back to the OMS
■ At time of Clearance Request (RQ), IATA provides the Settlement / Remittance Date to the payer and payee
■ Transaction level based throughout the whole process, allowing fully automated reconciliation
■ Real time messages or “batch”-message including every single transaction
■ Allows each airline finance business unit to set up their own internal processes and accounting procedures
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■

■

Simple and agnostic The same process and XML messages can be used for all kind of settlements (as long as
based on a “payment commitment” in the OMS).
ÚÚairline and agent/seller,
ÚÚairline and airline (interline)
ÚÚairline and any other partner (hotel, car rental, airport fast track, etc.)
ÚÚmight also be used one day to settle departure/arrival taxes with airports and authorities
ÚÚWe could even envisage – one day in the future – that whatever has a “payment commitment” which both
parties can uniquely identify, can use this settlement process.
ÚÚOne Standard for all – this will simplify finance processes substantially!
SwO can be used for NDC transaction, even if eTickets and EMDs are still issued in the background.

Why would an airline not pursue this opportunity, unless the airline does not want to put a foot in new ground?
Transition
Of course, there will be a transition period where the current processes and SwO will be used in parallel. It is up
to each carrier and his or her potential providers to make the transition process as smooth as possible.
SwO Business Case:
■ Simplified processes in the finance department
■ SwO standard agnostic, simple and reduced to the max
■ One process and XML messages covering all kinds of settlements in the future (airlines-agents/sellers, airlines-airlines (interline), airlines-other partners)
■ Can be used for all NDC transactions, even while eTickets and EMDs are still issued
■ Based on “payment commitment” in the Order Management System (OMS),
ÚÚany new ancillaries, services, etc. will not impact the SwO standard / settlement
ÚÚno need for rejections
■ Enables Cash Flow Management
■ Enables fully automated reconciliation (as transaction based)
■ Real time messages (or daily batch messages) allow full flexibility
SwO implementation & level of changes needed:
■ Develop SwO or use a provider’s SwO module
■ Airlines, agents/sellers and other partners need to certify for SwO
■ Airlines to discontinue sending NDC sales via RET to the BSP
ONE Order and SwO:
■ With ONE Order, airlines will have removed eTickets, EMDs, PNRs, etc. and only use Orders
■ At this point in time, the current IATA industry settlement services cannot be used anymore
■ SwO is then the industry settlement process for ONE Order transaction
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7. Transition in Settlement

Key Takeaways:
■ Transition cannot be avoided, it will be complex and may take several years
■ It is in your hands to create a transition plan that takes all factors into account and is as smooth as possible
to minimize the impact on the business.
■ Temporary Workarounds should consider all the costs involved, better be based on future solution than
on current processes which will soon be replaced.

Transition cannot be avoided

An example is Qantas (QF) and distribution:

Not all airlines, agents/sellers and partners will adopt NDC
at the same pace. There will be the laggards and therefore two worlds need to be handled.
Transition will be long and, without a good strategy, it‘s unlikely for an airline to succeed. Depending on the airlines
and their providers, it might not be as painful as feared.

■

In May 2018, QF announces the QF Distribution Platform for indirect sales (QF website) 9

■

On February 7, 2019, QF is urging the agencies to
join the QF channel (Travel Daily).
This goes along with a AUD 17.50 per flight segment
“Channel Fee” for agencies which do not sign up for a
new QF commercial agreement. (Travel Daily, February

For some time, airlines and agents are going to need to
handle:
■

agency sales carried out on the legacy systems (GDSs)
and, simultaneously through NDC.

2019) 10
■

On July 16th, 2019, QF announces that 90% of indirect sales revenue are now through the QF channel
(Travel Daily, July 2019) 11

■

interline segments with airline partners who are capable of OMS offer-order, and some who are not capable

In addition, some agencies, sellers, interline partners and
other partners might be able to support Settlement with
Orders (SwO) and others won’t (yet).
All this will lead to a substantial number of combinations
that need to be covered in Finance.
The airlines could encourage their providers (Distribution, Passenger Revenue Accounting (PRA) and ERP to
provide a smooth transition process; and their Agents,
Sellers, Interline Partners and other Partners to move
faster to a new settlement process.
All parties should review their financial systems,
back-office systems and processes overall.

From encouraging the Australian agencies to change
the platform to the result of having 90% of the indirect
sales over QF NDC, it took around 4 months! What a
move!
However, charging a fee for GDS sales will get an airline only to a certain point.

Airline Finance need to change processes:
To take advantage of the new technology and approach
NDC and ONE Order is essential for airlines to remain competitive. The changes required to make full use of NDC will
affect business processes, systems and people. It will include a drastic rethinking of the current processes and systems. This might lead to internal reorganization and breaking down of silos. Hence, it also affects the individuals in
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finance. Which means, that such changes could lead to
fear; a fear that could lead employees to block the change.
Additionally, every requirement / project should be questioned and judged in the light of NDC and ONE Order.
We believe that in about 10 years, the Passenger Revenue Accounting (PRA) systems will have disappeared.
■

Sales processing will be carried out within OMS

■

Sales Audit, with their numerous Agent Debit Memos (ADMs), will no longer be and also disappear, as
the airline will be in control of sales

■

Proration is also no longer required, as each service
in OMS will have a value.

■

Interline will be a simple settlement of pre-agreed
values in the OMS, moving away from a complex interline value calculation, invoice audit and rejection
process

■

Settlement with agents, sellers, interline partners
and other partners will be carried out with the same
Standard and same process, either through IATA or
bilaterally.

Temporary Workarounds and Interim
Solutions
There will be cases, where one business unit is ready
to go ahead (systems, processes, people); however, Finance cannot process and settle these transactions in an
efficient way. A “quick and dirty” solution, a workaround
or an interim solution might be perceived as useful. It is
important to understand the full implications of adopting
an interim solution as it may not ultimately deliver the
benefits anticipated. Temporary workarounds must be
embedded in a strategy and have a clear end date because they are not “free”, they consume (probably the
same) resources (money and people) as the final solution.
Sometimes investing in the final process will result in an
improved ROI.
We need to learn from the past “interim solutions”
and not do the same errors again in the future.
The industry needs to consider the following:
■

What are the costs caused to the industry, providers,
airlines, etc.?

■

What are the costs caused to IATA (and therefore
IATA members)?

Other collaborations between two parties, such as
ground handlers and airlines, will use a variety of Order Management System. Such settlements can take
place through the same standard and movements of
funds.

■

Is the interim solution based on a current, process
which is no longer fit for purpose?
ÚÚwhen the real solution is ready, the interim solution
is likely to be replaced (this means it is a “throw
away development / investment)

It is also envisaged that within 10 years the “movement of funds” will be outdated.

or
■

Is it based on the future (solution) that is not yet
ready?
ÚÚthe investment is not lost, some or all parts developed can be reused in the final solution
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